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Notes By Tim Hunt

PRESENTING MINISTRY—MEDSEND

Rick Allen,  the CEO of  MedSend,  presented for  the second time to  Barnabas.  MedSend

provides the financial support to pay loans for young medical professionals so they can go

into  the  mission  field  soon after  graduation.  He  believes  that  medical  professional  face

unique challenges in the mission field and MedSend is seeking ways to better prepare these

professionals.

MedSend, as the financial  arm, cooperates with the sending agencies. The challenge for

most sending agencies is that medical professionals are a tiny percentage of their overall

missionaries and thus do not receive either the training up front nor the on-going support to

help them effectively.

The big questions Rick is asking and discussing with Barnabas members is how to help

mission organizations select well, how to prepare missionaries well and how to support them

while they are aboard, in order to avoid burnout, which is a significant problem.

For more information, please see www.medsend.org.



KEYNOTE SPEECH—The Reverend Mark Roberts

The  Bay  Area  Barnabas  Group  and  Fuller  Seminary  in  Pasadena  have  built  a  solid

partnership over the past few years with a number of Fuller faculty members speaking to

our group.

Rev. Mark Roberts, who leads the Max De Pree Center for Leadership at Fuller, spoke to the

April quarterly gathering. Roberts was just four weeks into his new position. Mark Labberton,

president of Fuller, recruited Roberts as part of his drive to radically change the education

process to prepare students for both vocational ministry or workplace ministry in a culture

that has shifted dramatically in the last couple of decades.

The role of the De Pree Center, Roberts explained, is to serve leaders in the church. That

includes curating resources and convening conferences and other channels for conversation

to encourage collaboration when missions are aligned.

One driver for both Labberton and Roberts is to help people discern their specific calling and

bring that calling into the center of their lives so they live it out daily.  

One key project is the Theology of Work that includes a daily devotional for leaders that will

invite them to go deeper in their relationships, engagement with the world and their thinking

about faith and the world. Robert’s Daily Devotional, Life for Leaders, is available free. The

work project is designed to help believers go deeper and grow in their relationship with

Jesus while engaging in the world.

For information, please see www.depree.org.

PRESENTING MINISTRY—SOULCARE

The  Menlo  Park-based  non-profit  has  been  caring  for  pastors  through  its  nine-month

program for a number of years. It came to Barnabas seeking to expand its program include



to executive directors of faith-based non-profit groups.

The group identified that executive directors often face the same type of isolation that is

typical  with senior  pastors.  Their  program is  designed to help leaders rest,  renew their

passion and establish new rhythms so they can nurture an intimate relationship with Jesus.

It also provides a safe place for open conversation.

The program is designed so ministry can overflow out of  who each person is  and their

relationship with Jesus. It is provided free of charge.

For more information, please see www.wellspringca.org.

PRESENTING MINISTRY—REAL OPTIONS

Real Options provides medical services to pregnant women as well as various screenings to

encourage them to carry their baby to term. The key question the organization brought to

Barnabas is whether it  should transition into being a full-service medical  provider under

ObamaCare with donor funding and government reimbursement versus staying independent

and funded through donor gifts.

CEO Valerie Hill  wrote that their board had ruled out one federal designation because it

would require them to provide the abortion pill, contraception and refer for abortion. Those

requirements would be contrary to Real Options’s core value of preserving life.  

The organization has been growing significantly, opening three new clinics in three years.  In

the last five years, the number of women it has served has tripled to more than 900. Real

Options is looking at operating a mobile clinic to be even more convenient for women

For more information, please see www.friendsofrealoptions.net.

The meeting also included updates from Jesus Film Harvest Partners (Barnabas member Lori

Larson took a back pack to Haiti), Vocari, The Leadership Connection and Teen Esteem.
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